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I'm pablo
http://areyouagile.com

Helping change
Supporting organisational management
Facilitating Agile, Lean, Startup, etc

At beNext 
http://benextcompany.com

 



Topology, 

it is an area of mathematics concerned with the properties 
of space that are preserved under continuous 
deformations

 – Wikipedia



Naïve perspective 

There are two path you can go by, but in the long run
There's still time to change the road you're on 

 – Staiway to heaven, Robert Plant



I will talk about 

1  Rethink Lean ? °
2  Properties preserved and continuous °
deformations ? 
3  Prospective : the new new lean °
company



Preserved ? 
KAIZEN - before - after



Slum



Communication (Allen's curve)

Our essence ?



Communication (size)



Visual management (Obeya)



Memorisation (storytelling)



Social dynamic (size)



GEMBA
Valve handbook

Gemba
Is one of 

the most 
powerful 

Lean 
stance



Continuous deformations ?

The new world is : 
Complexity, 
Frugality (Save the planet) 
Immateriality



So much powerlessness we turn to mother nature : 

Complexity means think organic 
not mechanical 

Do not look for industrialisation
Do not look for the usual repeatibility and linearity

 
  



Complexity means think container 
and direction and not process or 
target

Repeat the container not the process, complexity 
needs innovation

  



Frugality
Save energy, save the planet Is the new 
eliminate waste, to be lazy as nature is lazy



CRYSTAL SAVES ENERGY BY REPEATING CONSTANTLY 
THE SAME PATTERN (but never the same crystal)



TERMITE
MOUNTS
ARE COMPLEX 
EMERGENT SYSTEMS
AND SAVE ENERGY
AS STRUCTURE AS
AN EXTENDED 
ORGANISM



Too much constraints

No innovation
Too much hierarchy and silos = no delivery
Too slow between the idea and delivery

Too few constraints

Tedious integration of 
newcomers

Reinventing the wheel

Duplicate work  

Needs freedom, autonomy

Needs Communication

What to do ? 



The new new 
lean company ?



New lean shapes ?



New lean shapes ?



Real organisation ?



Real innovation ?



New lean organigram ?



Lean interactions : stigmergy



Kanban is stigmergy



Kaizen are stigmergy 

...I mean change...



New lean 
visualisation

Visualsedimentation.org



New lean 
Dynamics ?

Thom 
Catastroph's theory



New lean propagation ?



New lean propagation ?



New lean repeatability ?



New lean repeatability ?
you repeat the container and the direction not the result, not the process



New lean repeatability ?



New lean architecture ?
Conway's law // Microservices

http://www.pwc.com/us/en/technology-forecast/2014/cloud-computing/features/microservices.html



Wikispeed
re-think the supply chain



3D PRINTER
re-think the material



 IMMATERIALITY
re-think gemba (see and hear)



 IMMATERIALITY
Summit

Dispersed versus distributed teams
Trust equality

Where we Work

Our headquarters is the internet.  
If you have a wifi connection, we have an office near you. 
We're a distributed team working online from all corners 
of the planet. We don't care about counting the number 
of hours you spend in a chair at a desk
 in a small room each week. You can live wherever you want, 
and work however you like. As long as you're online, 
you can be "at work".

Ghost.org



The new new lean company ? 
Be organic not mechanical
Set a container and a direction
Rethink and focus on your space and (im)material

THanK YOU
Pablo pernot
http://areyouagile.com
http://benextcompany.com
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